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Strengthening Cashew Nut Value Chain in Kampong Thom Province

Leader, 
Agricultural
cooperative

“Since the completion of the
project, our association has
been collecting agricultural
products and distributing them
to the market every day. It has
been contributing to better
livelihoods. Thank you for 
the support of the KUSANONE
grant.”

“My family doesn’t need to spend
any money on water anymore. 
We just come to collect the water
from the water distribution point
that is close to my house. I can
save a lot of money for my family.
The water that we use every day
is very clean and safe for our daily
consumption.”

Local resident

“Being able to frequently follow-up children with
disabilities is very important. Thanks to the KUSANONE
grant for providing a mobile clinic van, we can now
load more medical equipment and staff and see clients
who live in the same area at
once regardless of rain.”

Safe Haven (NGO)
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Neither individuals nor profit organizations

KUSANONE Grant has supported people in
Cambodia since 1991 in the sectors of 
(1) education, (2) health and medical care, 
(3) agriculture, (4) road and bridge 
infrastructure, (5) water supply and sanitation,
(6) vocational training, and (7) social welfare.

Each project budget:

Principally up to 10 Million Yen

Each project duration: up to 1 year
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Director, 
Provincial Health Department

“This building really helps to
promote health care delivery
in terms of equitable services
and quality of care in a remote
area of Preah Vihear province.”

“I am very happy to be sitting in
the new school building, with
enough facilities and a reasonable
number of students, which is
a grant from the KUSANONE
Project. I receive more attention
from teachers who made our
learning better than before.”    

Student

“Thanks to the KUSANONE project for improving
the road for people in Bos Morn and Pong Teuk
communes, which facilitates travel in both dry and
rainy seasons and saves a lot of time for students,
workers, and farmers in their travels.”

Two commune chiefs

Student


